Introduction
[2] The extratropical storm tracks are an important source of climate variability, and a component of the atmospheric circulation that has potential for large societal impacts if they change [Pinto et al., 2007; Dailey et al., 2009; Schwierz et al., 2010] . Many recent studies have made predictions as to how the storm tracks may change in the future, and there is now an emerging consensus on the qualitative nature of some of the larger scale features [e.g., Yin, 2005; Bengtsson and Hodges, 2006; Ulbrich et al., 2008 Ulbrich et al., , 2009 Catto et al., 2011] . Relatively little attention has been given, however, to interpreting the magnitude of the predicted changes with respect to typical present-day variations, an issue particularly pertinent to storm track statistics owing to the magnitude of their inter-annual and inter-decadal variations [Alexandersson et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2009; Cornes and Jones, 2011; Donat et al., 2011] . Several recent studies have however investigated the relative importance of local climate change responses relative to internal variability in a number of other atmospheric variables, most notably temperature [Mahlstein et al., 2011; Hawkins and Sutton, 2012] and precipitation [Mahlstein et al., 2012] .
[3] This study addresses this issue for the extratropical storm tracks, as measured by the 2-6 day bandpass filtered mean sea level pressure (MSLP) variance, by comparing the magnitude of the late 21st century wintertime storm track responses in an ensemble of climate models with the magnitude of typical year-to-year variability. In particular, the response of each model's wintertime storm tracks are compared locally to a fraction of their inter-annual standard deviations in a simulation of the recent past. The value of 0.5 has been arbitrarily chosen as a suitable fraction for this study, meaning that a storm track response is considered to be large if it is of a similar order of magnitude to the present-day variability.
Data and Methods
[4] Three sources of data have been used in the analysis presented here: the multi-model datasets of phases three and five of the World Climate Research Programme's recent Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, CMIP3 [Meehl et al., 2007] and CMIP5 [Taylor et al., 2011] respectively, and the 56-member ensemble of the Twentieth Century Reanalysis Project (20CR) [Compo et al., 2011] . Two periods of data have been considered for each of the CMIP ensembles, one representing late 20th century conditions and one representing a 'middle-of-the-road' climate change scenario at the end of the 21st century; for CMIP3, years 1961-2000 from the 20C3M runs and years 2081-2100 from the SRESA1B runs, and for CMIP5, years 1976-2005 from the 20C runs and years 2070-2099 from the RCP4.5 runs. Only 19 of the CMIP3 models have the daily mean data required for the analysis, and at the time of writing only 19 of the CMIP5 models had data available. A complete list of the models used in this study is provided in the auxiliary material.
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[5] These two climate change scenarios (SRESA1B and RCP4.5) are not the same [see, e.g., Taylor et al., 2011] , and this should be kept in mind throughout the analysis presented here. In addition, the models making up the two ensembles are different, with the CMIP5 models generally being more developed versions of those in CMIP3. As a guide for comparison between the ensembles, the multimodel mean global surface temperature change between the present day and future runs for the CMIP3 SRESA1B scenario (years 1961-2000 and 2081-2100 respectively) is about 2.8 K, whereas that of the CMIP5 RCP4.5 scenario (years 1976-2005 and 2070-2099) is about 1.9 K. However there are other differences, for instance the average model resolution is higher in CMIP5 than in CMIP3, several of the CMIP5 models also have well resolved stratospheric dynamics (A. J. Charlton-Perez et al., Mean climate and variability of the stratosphere in the CMIP5 models, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2012) together with a consistent treatment of stratospheric ozone which is lacking in CMIP3 [Karpechko et al., 2008] .
[6] The measure of storm activity used in this study is the standard deviation of the 2-6 day bandpass filtered dailymean MSLP fields. This choice was adopted due to the limited availability of suitable data in the CMIP3 archive; it provides a simple assessment of synoptic scale activity using only daily mean MSLP data [Hoskins and Hodges, 2002; Chang, 2009] . The Lanczos filter with a 61-day convolution vector was used to filter the data, that length having a fairly clean frequency cut-off [Duchon, 1979] . The filter was applied to the whole time series, and then standard deviation values were calculated separately for each winter (December-February for the Northern Hemisphere and JuneAugust for the Southern Hemisphere) of each model run and of each ensemble member in the reanalysis.
[7] As a measure of the inter-annual variations of the storm tracks, the standard deviations of the seasonal storm track values were taken over each model run and each reanalysis ensemble member. As the model datasets are short compared to the reanalysis, the contribution from multi-decadal variations in the 20CR data was reduced by calculating the standard deviation values separately for four 30 year periods (1880-1909, 1910-1939, 1940-1969 and 1970-1999) and then taking the mean of the four values. Multiple runs of each scenario are available for several of the models. For these cases, the mean of the individual runs was first taken to give a single value for each model. Therefore, the multi-model means are averages over each run of each model, but with the data weighted by the inverse of the number of runs per model. Before combining, all of the data was regridded onto a common 4 Â 3 degree grid using bi-linear interpolation.
Storm Track Variability
[8] Figure 1 shows the wintertime storm tracks and their inter-annual standard deviations for both the 20CR dataset and the multi-model mean of the combined set of CMIP3 and CMIP5 models, using the present-day scenarios (20C3M and 20C respectively). The figures serve to illustrate the typical values and spatial structures of these fields. In addition, they show that the multi-model mean storm tracks resemble well the large-scale features of the storm tracks in the reanalysis, albeit with a general tendency towards slightly smaller values (see Ulbrich et al. [2008] for a more complete comparison of the CMIP3 data with the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis dataset). The inter-annual standard deviation fields also have broad similarities, the main differences occurring over the northern North Atlantic, the eastern North Pacific and the eastern South Pacific, all of which exhibit larger values in the reanalysis than the multi-model mean. This may in part be due to inter-model variations in the spatial distribution of the inter-annual standard deviation. Since the interannual variability is of a similar magnitude in the models and reanalysis, each model's own variability has been used to compare with the magnitude of the responses in the analysis presented here.
[9] The typical maxima of this measure of storm activity in each of the major storm track regions is around 6 hPa in both the 20CR reanalysis and the multi-model mean, whereas the inter-annual standard deviation values in these regions ranges from 0.6-1.0 hPa. Therefore, as a rough guide, typical year-to-year variations in this measure of the extra tropical storm tracks are of the order of 10-20% of the mean in the main storm track regions.
Magnitude of the Climate Change Response
[10] Figure 2 (top) shows the multi-model mean storm track responses separately for the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles. Both ensembles exhibit an increase in storm activity over the Southern Ocean and a lesser, but not insignificant, decrease over much of the subtropical Pacific Ocean. The rest of the Northern Hemisphere also has qualitatively similar responses in the two ensembles, with increases over the midlatitude ocean basins, and decreases over most of the Arctic and North America regions. It is of note that with this measure of storm activity there is little sign of a poleward shift of the wintertime storm tracks, which is in contrast to other studies using different storm track diagnostics [Bengtsson and Hodges, 2006; Catto et al., 2011] .
[11] Generally the CMIP3 responses are larger than the CMIP5 responses, consistent with the larger global mean temperature response discussed above. However, the storm track decreases over parts of the Arctic are weaker in the CMIP3 multi-model mean than in the CMIP5 multi-model mean. As an indication of the significance of this difference, relative to the ensemble spreads, a t-test has been performed comparing the CMIP3 responses with 1.5 times the CMIP5 responses. The factor of 1.5 is the ratio of the global mean temperature responses of the two ensembles and is used to crudely take account of the different emissions scenarios in the two experiments. The purple contour in Figure 2 shows where these values are different at the 95% level. The main regions outside of the tropics where the differences are not insignificant are confined to the sub-polar regions, in particular the ice-edge regions of both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.
[12] It can be seen from comparing Figure 2 (top) with Figure 1 that the wintertime multi-model mean storm track response in both ensembles is everywhere smaller than the value of the inter-annual standard deviation. Throughout the Northern Hemisphere the response values are in fact less than half of the inter-annual standard deviation values, and are therefore small according to our criteria set out in the Introduction. But how consistent is this result across the individual models in the ensembles? To address this question Figure 2 (bottom) shows a measure of the consensus between the models. The plots show the percentage of models at each location that have large responses according to the criteria, that is, that have responses exceeding 50% of the inter-annual standard deviation. The CMIP3 ensemble has over 40% of models with large positive responses in large areas of the Southern Ocean, peaking at over 80% of models to the south of New Zealand, and also over 40% of models with large positive responses in small regions of the North Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The CMIP5 ensemble also has a number of models with large positive responses in the Southern Ocean, albeit a smaller overall percentage than CMIP3 consistent with the smaller global mean temperature changes; however in the Northern Hemisphere ocean basins only a few of the CMIP5 models exhibit large positive responses whereas up to 40% of models exhibit large negative responses over parts of the Arctic and North America. These differences are spatially similar to the differences in the multi-model mean patterns discussed above.
[13] These results rely on the assumption that the available datasets are sufficiently long to provide accurate estimates of the climate change responses of the individual models. Confidence intervals on the values shown in Figure 2 have been estimated using a random-sampling technique, the details and results of which are presented in the auxiliary material. Typical values shown there suggest that in the main storm track regions 90% confidence intervals are of the order AE10%.
[14] In order to illustrate the results in more detail, Figure 3 shows regional averages of the range of model (left) CMIP3 data using the SRESA1B experiment and (right) CMIP5 data using the RCP4.5 experiment. In the upper panels stippling indicates responses that are different from zero at the 95% level according to a t-test based on the inter-model spread, whilst the single purple contour indicates locations where the scaled responses (see text) of the two ensembles differ from each other, again at the 95% level.In the lower panels red and blue shading indicates that the responses are positive and negative respectively, and grid points where fewer than 70% of the models agree on the sign of the response are masked light gray.
responses for each ensemble, as well as measures of the inter-annual and inter-decadal variability in the 20CR data. It is of note that the vast majority of the area with strong storm track responses is not over land. However, given the potential for societal impacts, the regions used here (illustrated in Figure 3 , right) represent those areas of storm track responses that are near to and over land masses. They cover parts of Eastern North America, Western Europe, Japan, Eastern South America, Eastern South Africa and Southern Australasia. The inter-decadal standard deviation of the 20CR data is calculated separately for each of the 20CR ensemble members as the standard deviation between the time mean storm track of each consecutive ten year period, and then the ensemble mean taken. Typically, the interdecadal standard deviation values are just under half of the inter-annual standard deviation values.
[15] The left hand panel shows that, when averaged over the areas considered, the inter-model spread in the CMIP5 RCP4.5 responses is smaller than that of the CMIP3 SRESA1B responses. In each region considered there are models in each ensemble which have area-averaged responses of each sign. Consistent with the discussion above, there is more consistency between the two ensembles in the Southern Hemisphere regions, where typically the median responses are of a similar size to the inter-decadal spread values. In the Northern Hemisphere regions, whilst the CMIP5 models do lie almost entirely within the range of the CMIP3 models, the median values of the CMIP5 models fall outside of the inter-quartile range of the CMIP3 models.
Discussion
[16] This study has analyzed the changes of the wintertime bandpass filtered MSLP variance storm tracks in both the CMIP3 and CMIP5 multi-model ensembles using the 'middle-of-the-road' scenarios. Particular attention has been given to the magnitude of the responses relative to typical values of year-to-year variability. There are two main conclusions; the first is that the multi-model mean wintertime storm track responses in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles are largely in agreement, when scaled by the ensemble mean global temperature responses, although there are some significant differences in the sub-polar Northern Hemisphere, and the second is that the storm track responses of individual models are typically of the order of inter-decadal variations, and locally as large as inter-annual variations.
[17] In more detail, the multi-model mean response patterns of the two ensembles show strong similarities in the Southern Hemisphere, both in spatial structure and magnitude, but in the Northern Hemisphere there are differences with the CMIP5 multi-model mean response being more negative in the ice-edge regions of the Arctic than the CMIP3 multi-model mean response. The reasons for the differences are not investigated here, but some possible candidates include differences in the representation of the present-day storm tracks (ensemble means shown in Figure 2 ; see G. Zappa et al. (A multi-model perspective on the response of North Atlantic and Mediterranean cyclones to climate change, manuscript in preparation, 2012) for a more detailed comparison), changes in the resolution of the models, particularly in the stratosphere (Charlton-Perez et al., submitted manuscript, 2012) , and also differences in the response of Arctic sea ice to climate change.
[18] Information on the distribution of the model responses is inferred by counting those models which locally exhibit large storm track responses, and it is shown that there are regions of the Northern Hemisphere where the responses of up to 40% of the models exceed half of the inter-annual variability, and for the Southern Hemisphere there are regions where up to 60% of the model responses exceed half of the inter-annual variability. In addition, there are regions where despite the multi-model mean response being small several individual models exhibit large responses. Reducing model uncertainty would therefore lead to improved confidence in the projected impact of storm track change. One limitation of the study is that the available datasets are not sufficiently long to provide precise estimates of the climate change responses of each model and as such confidence intervals for the number of models with large responses have also been derived in the auxiliary material, and found to be of the order AE10%. Our method assumes that each model's own mean storm track response is the best estimate of its true response, despite the sampling noise, and that the error range on this estimate is symmetric and proportional to the interannual standard deviation. A more sophisticated statistical model could be envisaged whereby the error bar for each model's response could be informed by information from the entire ensemble, thereby taking account of variations on time scales longer than the periods used (see P. G. Sansom et al., A statistical framework for interpreting climate change projections from multi-model ensembles, manuscript in preparation, 2012).
[19] Comparing the responses of atmospheric variables to typical values of present day variability is a natural way of interpreting the magnitude of changes. This study has only considered a single scenario from each of the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles. One avenue for future work is to perform a full assessment of scenario uncertainty within each model ensemble. In addition, the improvement in data available between CMIP3 and CMIP5 will allow for a much more detailed study into the changes of the storm tracks using more sophisticated cyclone-tracking diagnostics (e.g., Zappa et al., manuscript in preparation, 2012 [21] The Editor thanks the two anonymous reviewers for assisting in the evaluation of this paper.
